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Abstract Industrial assets are instrumented with sensors, connected and con-
tinuously monitored. The collected data, generally in form of time-series, is
used for corrective and preventive maintenance. More advanced exploitation
of this data for very diverse purposes, e.g. identifying underperformance, oper-
ational optimization or predictive maintenance, is currently an active area of
research. The general methods used to analyze the time-series lead to models
that are either too simple to be used in complex operational contexts or too
difficult to be generalized to the whole fleet due to their asset-specific nature.
Therefore, we have conceived an alternative methodology allowing to better
characterize the operational context of an asset and quantify the impact on
its performance. The proposed methodology allows to benchmark and profile
fleet assets in a context-aware fashion, is applicable in multiple domains (even
without ground truth). The methodology is evaluated on real-world data coming
from a fleet of wind turbines and compared to the standard approach used in
the domain. We also illustrate how the asset performance (in terms of energy
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production) is influenced by the operational context (in terms of environmental
conditions). Moreover, we investigate how the same operational context impacts
the performance of the different assets in the fleet and how groups of similarly
behaving assets can be determined.
1 Introduction
Increasing global competition and compulsory cost reductions force industries
to develop models for managing their fleet of assets in an optimal manner. These
models rely on the stream of data generated by sensorized assets to identify
problems such as underperformance and degradation. This data, generally
recorded as time-series, is rich of useful information for fleet optimization.
However, its full exploitation is hampered due to several shortcomings. The first
shortcoming is due to the fact that generally used methods struggle to properly
describe how asset performance changes along with the operational context. On
the one hand, methods based on simple bivariate analysis of asset performance
(e.g. power curve (Lydia et al, 2014)) cannot handle operational contexts where
the performance depends on multiple factors. On the other hand, advanced data
mining and machine learning methods for exploiting time-series extract features
that are time-dependent and consequently cannot abstract the real operational
context. As a consequence, the resulting models are asset-specific and difficult
to generalize to the whole fleet. A second shortcoming comes from the lack of
ground truth. Indeed, in many real-world cases, there is no explicit indication of
the exact periods of abnormal behavior of the asset, which makes the adoption
of traditional supervised learning methods not possible. A third shortcoming
depends on the continuous evolution of the fleet where assets are constantly
added, removed and/or replaced. In this context, methods for optimization of
fleet performance are fragile since they might require continuous updates to
cope with the new fleet configuration.
In this paper, we propose a methodology to address the previous shortcomings.
The methodology characterizes the operational context of an asset and quantifies
its impact on asset performance. The operational contexts of the asset are
extracted by exploring the data (e.g. associated with exogenous factors) in
order to derive relatively homogeneous windows of operating conditions. We
define these multi-dimensional windows as “hypercubes”. Subsequently, diverse
performance indicators of the assets are extracted for each hypercube. These
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indicators can then be used for benchmarking and profiling. In both cases,
assets are compared based on their performance across the different operational
contexts. Finally, thanks to the identification of similarly behaving assets, our
methodology provides the building blocks for modeling a fleet in a scalable
manner that is also more resilient to fleet changes. Our methodology supports
explorative analysis and, being unsupervised, can be applied in multiple real-
world domains where there is no labeled data (no ground truth).
The performance of the methodology is evaluated on real-world data from the
wind energy domain. We describe the current state of the art in this domain and
we show that our methodology is better for describing the connection between
asset performance (energy production) and operational context (environmental
conditions). We highlight how to find clusters of wind turbines that behave
similarly through the different operational contexts and how the same operational
context impacts differently the performance of the assets.
2 State of the Art
This section describes how time-series are exploited in the literature, which
models for fleet optimization are more resilient to changes and which are design
concepts for a data warehouse. Time-series provided by sensorized assets can
be exploited for diagnostics, and prediction of failures and performance analysis
(Bell and Foslien, 2005; Gorinevsky et al, 2002; Kim andMylaraswamy, 2006).
The data stream generated by the assets can be analyzed in the frequency or time
domain. In the frequency domain, generally the analysis focuses on the power
spectrum of the assets, or the vibration frequencies or acoustic emission of its
sub-system (Gong and Qiao, 2015; Wang and McFadden, 1996; Gong and
Qiao, 2013; Iyer et al, 2013). In the time domain, the analysis generally is based
on tracking the trends of sensor values (mean, range, variance, correlation, etc.)
in order to detect abnormal behavior (Sanchez et al, 2015; Blesa et al, 2015;
Freire et al, 2013). In this domain, the raw time-series are exploited with
different levels of re-engineering. On the one hand, the data is exploited to
build models based on linear regression, Support Vector Regression (SVR),
kNN regression, etc. In this case, despite the existence of advanced data mining
and machine learning methods for exploiting time-series, the features used
in these models cannot abstract the real operational context that influences
asset performance. Indeed, these features are entangled with time-dependent
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information such as the hour, day, week, or month in which the data was gathered.
On the other hand, the raw data is used as-is to draw simple operative curves. In
this curve, the dependent variable describes the performance of the asset (e.g.
yield); whereas the independent variable changes according to the domain (e.g
wind speed for the wind domain, irradiation for the photovoltaic domain, etc.).
In the wind turbine domain, the commonly used operative curve is the power
curve. The power curve is a two-dimensional representation that correlates
the wind speed with the energy production of the turbine. The power curve,
defined following the specific protocols (IEC, 2008), is used to characterize
the performance of a wind turbine without specific knowledge of the assets and
its sub-parts (Gill et al, 2012). Generally, manufacturers use power curves as
part of the technical specification of the wind turbine and as a guarantee of
its performance whereas researchers use power curves to reveal performance
degradation and failures in the wind turbine (Jia et al, 2016; Uluyol et al, 2011;
Gill et al, 2012; Lapira et al, 2012). Being a simple two-dimensional plot
(performance versus wind speed), the power curve cannot be used to properly
characterize (or compare) the asset performance in cases of strong dependencies
on an operational context described by multiple factors. For instance, having
two wind turbines with different power curves may not imply that one of them
is not operating correctly or underperforming. Indeed, beyond wind speed there
are other factors, like temperature and wind direction, that need to be considered
for performance comparison.
For fleet optimization it is necessary to adopt methods that are perfectly
tuned to handle the different configurations of assets. This is complex to achieve
in practice since assets are continuously added, updated or removed which
consequently leads to a continuous update of the fleet model. To make this model
more resilient to asset changes it is possible to use an integrative modeling.
This approach leverages on scalable models (e.g. prototypical model of assets
with similar behavior) and encompasses relations among these models. The
rationale behind integrative modeling is to decompose iteratively a complex
system in (simpler) sub-systems. Sub-systems that present similarities can be
then modeled by the same model. Two machine learning approaches can be used
to express and learn integrative models: Statistical relational learning (Koller
et al, 2007) and probabilistic programming (De Raedt and Kimmig, 2015).
The former takes relations between co-dependent models into account explicitly,
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by combining probabilistic graphical models with relational representations.
The latter allows to model complex and probabilistic situations.
A fleet of sensorized assets produces a huge amount of time-variant data, rich
of actionable information that can be exploited for query and analysis. For this
reason, the collected data needs to be properly organized and stored since it
represents an asset for the management’s decision. This scenario is common
for many companies and is handled by building a data warehouse (Inmon
and Hackathorn, 1994). Ponniah provides a general overview of the leading
principles for defining the data warehouse (Ponniah, 2001). He introduces the
concepts of dimension analysis and information package. The former describes,
usually in business terms, the type of information that is relevant to be stored
(e.g. product, factory, etc.). The latter is a diagram for collecting the relevant
metrics associated with each dimension. The metric describes the measured
facts associated to the dimension (e.g. sales per product). The metric is organized
in a hierarchic manner, namely with different level of details, to support the
drilling down of the analysis (e.g. sales in city, region, county).
3 General Methodology
Benchmarking and profiling of assets are activities that depend on asset per-
formance comparison. Assets are compared based on how they behave when
they operate in the same context. This relationship input-output is often not
known beforehand (e.g. there are no physical models to rely on) and needs to be
inferred. For this purpose, it is possible to bin all factors that define the operation
contexts in homogeneous multi-dimensional windows and then characterize
asset performance within each window. In this manner, within the same window,
assets are compared in the same conditions. Finally, extending the comparison to
all windows, assets are compared taking into account all the possible contexts in
which they can operate. We call these multi-dimensional windows “hypercubes”
and this section describes how to construct and exploit them.
Characterization of the Operational Context
The operational context of an asset is characterized via hypercubes. The design
of the hypercube reflects Ponniah’s principles for building a data warehouse
(Ponniah, 2001). Here, the business dimensions are the factors that influence
asset behavior, the hierarchical dimension is based on the required resolution
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for drilling down the analysis, the facts are business metrics used to describe
asset performance. In our context, the hypercube is defined in three steps:
1. Decide which performance indicator of the asset needs to be monitored
along with the statistic that is used for describing the performance. The
performance indicator can be energy production, number of failures,
efficiency etc. whereas the statistic can be the median, average, etc.
2. Decide the N factors that are relevant to describe the operating con-
text of the asset. Without the support of a domain expert, this may
require data exploration techniques, e.g. multi-variate analysis, clus-
tering, pattern mining, to identify potentially relevant factors that can
influence the performance indicator, e.g. exogenous factors such as
temperature, location, light, etc.
3. Bin the values of each one of the N factors. This can be done using
equal-width binning, equal-frequency binning, domain-specific binning,
adaptive intelligent binning (De Meyer et al, 2008), etc. Once defined,
the bin partitions remain fixed. Fixed boundaries allow the analysis
of performance evolution within the same operational context. The
resolution used for the bin is a trade-off for having a good resolution
along with a significant number of points per bins. High resolution is
needed to characterize properly the asset behaviour. On the other hand, a
too high resolution generates too many bins with few or no data points.
The latter case is an issue since only a limited amount of points are used
to characterize the typical effect of the context on asset performance.
Figure 1: Example of 4 hypercubes of 3 dimensions. In this example, the resolution of the hypercubes
is for wind speed 1m/s, for temperature 1 °C and for wind direction 10 °.
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We define “hypercube” as a cube of N dimensions (one dimension per factor).
The hypercubes are a partition of a bounded box of values with all mathematical
properties of such a partition. Figure 1 reports an example of 4 hypercubes.
Each hypercube stores all data points that are included within its boundaries.
These points are then used to compute for each hypercube the statistic of the
performance indicator. Storing this data is useful when the user wants to change
the hypercube resolution or wants to compute other performance indicators.
Context-aware Performance Benchmarking
Hypercubes can be used for context-aware performance benchmarking of the
single asset with respect to
a) its own historical records or
b) the other assets of the fleet.
In the first case, we use the historical records of the single asset to compute
for each hypercube the statistic of the performance indicator (e.g. median
energy production). Then, we label any point within the same hypercube as
“underperforming” if its value is below a certain user-defined threshold (e.g.
80% below the median yield of that hypercube). In the second case, we collect
the data generated by all fleet assets. The gathered data is used to compute
the statistic for each hypercube. Like the previous case, we label any point
within the same hypercube as underperforming if its value is below a certain
user-defined threshold. In both cases, the statistics median and average can
be replaced by other statistics.
It is important to observe that our method, being unsupervised, can be used to
identify abnormal behaviors in unlabeled datasets. Consequently, it can be used
in any domain where sensorized assets keep track of historical data (without the
need of ground truth).
Context-aware Performance Profiling
Hypercubes can be used to profile assets, namely identify assets with similar
performance behavior across different operational contexts. Hypercubes can be
used as features which have as a value the chosen statistic for the performance
indicator (e.g. median energy production). These features can then be exploited
for clustering (e.g. via Hierarchical Clustering, K-Means, DBSCAN) in order to
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identify similarly behaving assets. In this sense, hypercubes represent a unique
contextual fingerprinting of asset performance.
Optimization of fleet performance generally requires continuous updates of
the fleet model that cannot be easily automatized. Indeed, assets are continuously
added, removed and/or replaced from the fleet. Consequently, a human interven-
tion is needed to develop the new models for new asset types, their interactions
or to update the existing models (e.g. due to component replacement or new
setups). Considering that even identical assets can behave differently (since they
may operate in different conditions), it becomes clear why creating, optimizing
and maintaining a model for each asset is not scalable or cost-efficient. Finally,
in some cases this activity may not even be feasible since historical data is not
yet available (cold start problem).
Our methodology provides the basis for handling these issues. Thanks to the
context-aware asset profiling, assets with similar behavior can be described by a
single prototypical model. Then the prototypical models can be combined to
build the fleet model. On the one hand, a prototypical model helps to handle the
cold start problem of a new asset since it provides a bootstrapping model. On
the other hand, addition (update, or removal) of an asset would concern only
one prototypical model, making the fleet model more resilient to changes.
4 Implementation and Dataset
We apply our methodology in the wind turbine domain. Energy production is the
most important characteristic for a wind turbine. For this reason, we select it as a
performance indicator and its median as a statistic. To characterize the operating
context we use wind speed, wind direction and temperature. The values of these
environmental factors are uniformly binned and define a hypercube of three
dimensions. The resolution used for the hypercube is 1m/s for wind speed, 10 °
for wind direction and 1 °C for temperature. Table 1 describes the distribution
of data points for a sample of wind turbines in a sample of hypercubes. As can
be observed, the distribution of data points over the hypercubes differs across
turbines, illustrating the difference in operational behavior. This is mainly due
to the position that these wind turbines have in the wind farm.
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Table 1: Distribution of data points for a sample of wind turbines in a sample of hypercubes.
Wind Turbine
Hypercube 1 2 3 4 5
3.5–4.5m/s ; 5.5–6.5 °C ; 90–100 ° 14 12 14 30 35
4.5–5.5m/s ; 5.5–6.5 °C ; 90–100 ° 11 13 8 15 18
5.5–6.5m/s ; 5.5–6.5 °C ; 90–100 ° 21 9 15 21 23
As a dataset, we use real-world data coming from a fleet of more than 20 wind
turbines (for privacy reasons, we cannot disclose further information on the wind
farm). For each wind turbine, the data contains the evolution of wind speed, wind
direction, temperatures and active power (energy production) averaged over a 10
minute interval across two years. From the original dataset, we inspect whether
turbines have outliers for temperature, wind speed, wind direction or active power.
Only for temperature, we removed from twowind turbines in the fleet respectively
42 and 22 data points. These points were removed since the temperature detected
was 10 degrees higher than the average temperature of the fleet.
5 Results and Discussion
This section presents concrete examples on how the methodology can be used
for benchmarking and profiling of asset(s) in the wind turbine domain.
5.1 Context-aware Performance Benchmarking of a Single Asset
In the wind turbine domain the operational context of the asset is evaluated
via power curves. An example of power curve is reported in Figure 2. Beyond
the wind speed, the power curve does not account for other exogenous factors.
Consequently, it limits the possibility to understand in which operational context
the turbine is underperforming. To address this shortcoming, we show how
hypercubes can be used for a context-aware performance benchmarking:
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1. From the turbine historical records, we extract the hypercubes and retain
only the ones that host at least 10 points.
2. For each hypercube the median energy production is computed.
3. Each point is labeled as underperforming if its energy production is more
than 80% below the median energy production for that hypercube.
Figure 3 provides a benchmark of turbine performance. Here, we can see that
the turbine underperformance is located in specific ranges of the wind speed
and wind direction. Within these ranges, the underformance is more often
observed when wind direction is between 200–250 ° and wind speed is between
9–17m/s. This scatterplot can be used to easily identify whether there are
patterns where the turbine underperforms and also to prioritize inspections
in the operational contexts where underperformance happens more frequently.
None of these insights could have been extracted using a standard operative
curve. Finally, it is worth to point out that this type of plot is just one possible
example on how the operator can use the methodology for gaining insights on
asset behavior via visual inspection. Further insights would be easily extracted
just changing the statistic, the performance indicator or using the fleet of
assets as a baseline for comparison.
Figure 2: The theoretical power curve is repre-
sented by the red circles. The grey circles de-
scribe the raw data. The curve is characterized
by a rated power (maximum generated energy)
and a cut-in speed cut-out speed (the speed at
which the turbine starts and stops generating en-
ergy, respectively).
Figure 3: The circles represent hypercubes
where at least one point is labeled as underper-
forming. The grey-scale on the right side de-
scribes the relative frequency of underforming
points within that hypercube.
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5.2 Context-aware Performance Profiling and Benchmarking of a
Fleet of Assets
The use of power curves for identifying wind turbines with similar behaviors is
problematic. Indeed, also two identical wind turbines may have different power
curves due to other exogenous factors (e.g. temperature and wind direction) that
beyond the wind speed can influence the energy production. Our methodology
can be used to address this issue since the performance of the asset is compared
across all operational contexts.
Figure 4: Context-sensitive performance benchmarking of clusters over a sample of hypercubes. The
y-axis reports the energy production as a percentage with respect to the maximum rated power. The
x-axis reports the hypercubes as a tuple: wind direction (wd), temperature (t) and wind speed (ws).
The hypercubes are sorted according to the fleet average active power.
From the operational point of view, we proceed in the following way. We extract
hypercubes and retain only the ones that have median energy production above
0 for all wind turbines. Wind turbines are then clustered using as features the
median energy production of each hypercube. As a clustering algorithm, we
adoptWard’smethod of hierarchical clustering (Friedman et al, 2001). At the end
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of the clustering, we obtain 5 clusters with 5–9 assets plus one cluster containing
only one asset. We refer to these clusters as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. We can benchmark
these clusters by computing the difference of their performances with respect to
the fleet performance (the same analysis can be done also at asset level).
Figure 5:Difference of energy production between cluster and fleet (x-axis) for different wind speeds.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the fleet and two clusters (1 and 3) over a
subset of hypercubes sorted according to the fleet average active power. As we
can see, the hypercubes allow to compare visually the performance of group
of asset clusters for different operational contexts. Generally, cluster 1 and 3
are respectively above and below the fleet average. However, when there is a
change of wind speed, the benchmarking of the two clusters is more complex. To
highlight this aspect, we can focus on Figure 4. Here, the dashed line separates
hypercubes with wind speed above 6m/s with respect to hypercubes with higher
wind speed. Just after this step increase of the wind speed, the performance of
the two clusters is more variable and dependent on secondary factors, such as
the wind direction and temperature.
We can further explore the behavior of the wind turbines by considering only
one dimension of the hypercubes each time. Figure 5 shows the evolution of
the difference between the median active power of several clusters with respect
to the fleet (the x-axis). As we can see, the performance of one cluster can be
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better or worse than another one depending on the wind range analyzed. For
instance, the energy production of cluster 5 remains below the fleet average as
long as the wind speed is lower than 10m/s. On the other hand, when the wind
speed is above 14m/s, the energy production is the highest of the fleet which is
probably due to faulty sensor measurement.
6 Conclusions
We developed a new methodology to characterize the behavior of assets in terms
of performance and operational context. This methodology is domain-agnostic,
does not require ground truth and can handle operational contexts described by
multiple factors. The methodology facilitates explorative analysis and can be
used to benchmark and profile assets.
We evaluated our methodology using real-world data coming from the wind
energy domain. Here, we described how this methodology overcomes the
limitation of the standard power curve approach. Our methodology was able
to detect autonomously when the asset was underperforming based on asset
historical data and user defined threshold. Finally, we also showed how to apply
our methodology for partitioning a fleet of wind turbines into groups that have
similar performance in a given operational context. For these clusters, we also
illustrated how to investigate the influence of the environmental factors on the
performance of the assets. As a future step, we will leverage on context-aware
profiling to develop scalable models via integrative modeling and context-aware
performance characterization for monitoring asset performance decay.
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